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Note on structures: 
To organize, one must begin with a structure.  
I set out a goal to write ‘from the inside out,’ as a way to get out from under my 
influences, thoughts, and experiences and form an organizing principle in my art 
practice. Inspired by Adolf Loos’ architectural planning method Raumplan, I will use 
this idea as a way to link ideas, thoughts, concepts, and directions over the course of 
this paper that will explore my own structures and foundations of my research. 
 In September of 2018, I went on a research trip to Vienna and Prague to study 
Adolf Loos’ architectural interiors. Loos developed an architectural planning method 
he termed Raumplan. Raumplan, translating to ‘Room Plan’ is a planning method 
where the house is built from the inside out, meaning the internal layout defines the 
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Figure 1: Detail from Loos Müller House 2019
exterior structure.  In one of his writings, The Laws of Cladding, Loos describes his 1
philosophy of building emphasizing how he organizes space: 
“The architect’s general task is to provide a warm and livable space. 
Carpets are warm and livable. He decides for this reason to spread out 
one carpet on the floor and to hang up four to form the four walls. But 
you cannot build a house out of carpets. Both the carpet on the floor 
and the tapestry on the wall require a structural frame to hold them in 
the correct place. To invent this frame is the architect’s second task.” 
There is an inherent formalism to this method of viewing the foundations of 
architecture: the desire for structure came from a human need for shelter to protect 
the body from the elements. Loos believed architecture had forgotten the proper 
order of things, and for him it was to bring the home back to the origins of cladding. 
By developing from the inside out, the intention for the interior establishes the form 
where the shapes of rooms and the movement between them constructed the floor 
plan. This required Loos to think three-dimensionally in cubic space, and to construct 
spaces that could structurally support one another. The invention of the frame in this 
way enables things to be held in place.  
 In terms of sculpture, I relate this planning process to constructing my own 
objects. To make the interior visible within an object requires a sculpture to not just 
be about surface. In my objects I often start with one component and design 
structures to hold things in place as I work in the studio. Components shift, get 
reused or transferred to other objects, but ultimately what defines a fixed 
 As Joseph Koerner points out, this was an extremely important term that came from Loos’ 1
disapproval of the Secessionist’s Raumkunst concept. Loos disagreed with architects that forced 
their own decorations on their clients, and criticized the ways in which people were being molded 
into shapes from what designers were making for their homes.
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composition for me comes about through a series of works and how they are 
arranged in a space.  
 I have noticed within various art practices in the past several years an 
influence and focus of arrangement as an expanded field of sculpture. Often the term 
installation is used, yet relating these practices to installation is not quite the right 
word. Beyond it being a question of semantics, defining the terms is significant in 
separating one history and placing it in a context of another. What becomes a 
common thread in these practices is the relation between sculpture, architecture, 
and the body. Goals in these practices are focused on producing meaning through 
the construction and juxtaposition of works, and perhaps are more akin to critical 
strategies of montage than of discursive sculpture. Arrangement practices differ from 
installation art, because arrangement is thought of as a strategy within art-making 
and installation is considered a genre of art. This distinction is that arrangement is 
linked to a history of the artist’s studio from early 1900s, where installation art is a 
style of sculpture that came out of scatter art and minimalist practices of the late 
1960s. The two histories differ drastically in goals and references, and I situate my 
work through the former.  
 I use the term arrangement as a means to express a system of object making 
that engages to question a seemingly fixed lineage of Western sculpture. Yet it is as 
fixed to a lineage as a paper is tacked to a wall, it stays as long as the structures 
around it stay in place. What is important here is to lay a foundation for why 
reconstructing these narratives in a non-fixed method is important, and how acts of 
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arrangement stem from histories across several disciplines, and place art practices 
as strategies and not as styles.  
 I focus on arranging objects to consider the relations between body and 
architecture, observing how our constructed environments in turn, organize us. 
Through the impulse to codify, I investigate relationships between the ways different 
materials and objects relate, differ, and intersect. My objects serve as surrogates, 
stand-ins, and models for thinking about these relationships. I use a formal language 
of construction to build with found and hand-made components that are modular and 
moveable to speak to the potential for multiplicity within an object. This thesis is an 
attempt to synthesize research that surrounds the work I have been making for the 
past several years. Here these ideas can live together on the page and begin to 
speak to one another directly. 
 Organization has multiple layers in this thesis: organizing space (architecture), 
organizing objects (arrangement as gesture), organizing of a body both inherent 
(biological) and from outside (culture). I use these frameworks to discuss my research 
into interiors where design and art overlap. I will think about gaps between images 
and objects by exploring Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology. I will think about 
performativity of space by adapting from Roger Caillois’ theories of mimicry. To me 
organization is a constellation of concepts that embody various methods of working 
and thinking.  
 To begin, I start where all these ideas literally and figuratively intersect— in 
their necessity for a frame to be supported. So here, we start with a wall.  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Walls 
I enter a room.  
The walls are adorned with smooth white plaster. The walls do not appear to touch 
the floor, without a baseboard, they appear to be floating — levitating even — roughly 
one inch from the cement floor. The floor, bare and industrial, is polished, waxed 
even, and seems smooth enough to release any sort of material. The floor could 
release things because in fact, it is resistant to all things. This room becomes 
characterized as a void, in that anything that comes into it will be able to come out of 
it without leaving a mark or residue or evidence of the previous presence. The air in 
the room is cooled and dried, temperature controlled year round for consistency in 
decay. This vacuum remains clean and suitable for any purpose, context, meaning, 
style, form, subject, or object. This room is a container.  
 Through architecture, a structure becomes material, it becomes a wall, 
cladding, roofs, floors, doors, etc. Also in architecture lies a theoretical structure— 
how architecture houses us, how it effects an environment both inner and outer. The 
architectural apparatus can be grasped as a physical implication. It is both 
materialized in physical form as well as characterized by an effect. Here we can think 
of walls: brick walls, institutional walls, barriers, fences, gates, buildings with locks. 
The gallery space produces a contradictory effect, in that it both is a space where 
anything within must become autonomous, it is all pulled from its context, as Daniel 
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Buren would say, as the original context for all art is the artist studio.  These white 2
rooms like the one described above, are spaces that envelop a viewer and the art 
together, they pose as both neutral and charged spaces simultaneously. When I make 
work I often think about the gaps between this neutral/charged space, and how it 
mimics spaces outside of an art context as well. A gallery space is an imaginary 
space, outside our functional use of interiors, and it becomes display. A functional 
space is made sculptural. In containing, a room creates order through the 
arrangement of walls. A wall structure appears as an arrangement through the 
construction of specific assemblies of space. A wall enacts a structure and becomes 
a component in an apparatus. 
 Arrangement can be traced through architecture, design, and art histories. 
Furniture is a thing to be arranged, as the two words are linked in Anglo-Saxon 
languages. Möbel, which is the German word for furniture, is from the French meuble 
— meaning soft, pliable, malleable— and Latin mobil — ‘moveable good’— which then 
evolved to the more modern usage of French furnir — to furnish. Arrangement, a term 
borrowed from the French, means the “act of arranging , act of putting in proper 
order.”  A furnishing object is inherently a moveable one. And the practice of fitting 3
 Buren’s essay The Function of the Studio, refers to the artist studio as the first frame, where the 2
transference of meaning and production within the art world originate. The studio becomes a filter 
for the artist to select with curators and dealers, to select what will be seen in public view. “A work 
produced in the studio must be seen, therefore, as an object subject to infinite manipulation. In 
order for this to occur, from the moment of its production the work must be isolated from the real 
world. All the same, it is in the studio and only in the studio that it is closest to its own reality, a 
reality from which it will continue to distance itself. It may become what even its creator had not 
anticipated, serving instead, as is usually the case, the great profit of financial interests and the 
dominant ideology. It is therefore only in the studio that the work maybe said to belong.”
 18th century French3
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furnishings into a space is often related to practices of design, not art, in that 
furnishings are functional— to create a blunt distinction. Yet institutions were created 
to house moveable objects, things that people discovered on travels and brought 
back home. The museum functioned as a “neutral” space to house objects taken out 
of context.  Museums arrange art in specific ways, most often by time period, cultural 4
regions, or thematically curated exhibitions. When the museum functions as a 
depository of the history of human-made object, most often design and art are 
 Interesting history here is from the Letters to Miranda and Canova on the Abduction of 4
Antiquities from Rome and Athens by Quatremere de Quincy. A french theorist from the late 18th 
century who warned against bringing together art objects from different regions into a universal 
museum, feeling that location is a context that once removed, creates a market-based art world 
where people only know how to produce for a market. This critique was marked by the military 
confiscation of masterpieces from Italy for Paris’ Louvre and the marble sculptures from the 
Parthenon placed in London’s British Museum.
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Figure 2 Hofmobilendepot. Vienna, Austria. September 2018
housed and become interchangeable histories. Museum displays can thus be 
thought about in terms of arrangement, much like furnishing, yet the space is not 
domestic. Art history, and how we publicly display it, is an arrangement of object-
making practices— whether it be local pottery from 700AD or Marcel Breuer’s Wassily 
chair, or a Rothko painting. We contextualize art objects as furnishings. Arrangement 
is an action that occurs in sculpture, design, and architecture. 
 A wall is an effect of coming-up-against. It operates as a defense mechanism, 
it produces blockages and controls movement. A wall is also a support: it holds up 
the roof, walls lean on other walls for balance, and a wall can hold a shelf, a cabinet, 
and even an image. In all of these relationships, a wall begins to form an 
‘architectural apparatus’, in that it becomes part of a specific system. In Giorgio 
Agamben’s essay What Is An Apparatus? he builds off of Foucault's idea of an 
apparatus to articulate several aspects of an apparatus as tied etymologically to 
words like 'economy' and ‘philosophically’ to the production of a subject.  Within 5
French, ‘apparatus’ has three meanings, one of which is related to the Greek word 
oikonomia which refers to the administration, or the ‘management’ of a home. 
Apparatus is a system of organizing an interior, which formulates and is linked to the 
organization of the exterior. Agamben writes: 
"I shall call an apparatus literally anything that has in some way the 
capacity to capture, orient, determine, intercept, model, control, or 
 Agamben, Giorgio. What Is an Apparatus?: And Other Essays. Stanford, Calif: Stanford 5
University Press, 2009. 17.
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secure the gestures, behaviors, opinions, or discourses of living 
beings.”6
There are several public places where power is evident for Agamben: (prisons, 
schools, factories) as well as modes of organizing and communicating (the pen, 
writing, philosophy, computers, language itself) as examples of apparatuses. For 
Agamben, there are two classes: either living beings (or substances) or apparatuses 
in which living beings are ‘captured.’ Between these two classes is a third, which he 
defines as subjects, stating “the boundless growth of apparatuses in our time 
corresponds to the equally extreme proliferation in process of subjectification.”  Thus 7
an apparatus is a structure for organizing people, means of production, and by 
extension, production of selves and subjecthood. A wall can be used by a power 
structure to implicate economies in order to produce a group of selves. A wall can 
produce the spaces where production happens that fuels economies such as in the 
walls of factories, of private property, and other forms of capital hierarchy. To 
summarize, a wall creates categories, which operate as both helpful and oppressive, 
and in turn comes to produce subjecthood. A wall can be an apparatus on its own, or 
it is part of a larger apparatus.  
 Christopher Williams exhibits walls as artworks. The Mobile Wall System is a 
project that has spanned several of his recent exhibitions, often where the wall from 
one exhibition is re-framed as a context in the next exhibition. The walls are either 
 Agamben, 14.6
 Agamben, 15.7
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displayed as sculptural objects that are bare and untouched from their last use, or as 
2-D images of the walls. Using the wall in this framework, Williams is building the 
context for the wall into the work itself. The wall becomes an image and a place-
holder for a context.  
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Figure 3: Christopher Williams Demountable wall panel with panel storage cart from the exhibition 
The Production Line of Happiness, Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, January 24 – May 18, 2014 
Wall panel materials: Oak, plywood, metal, cardboard, fabric, rubber, vinyl, and adhesive 
Wall panel dimensions: 102 x 72 x 4 1/2 inches 
Storage cart materials: Steel, carpet, rubber, plywood, and paint 
Storage cart dimensions: 78 x 86 x 18 inches 
Gallery display system designed by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP (SOM), Chicago, 1982 
Pedestal materials: MDF, plywood, Douglas fir blocking, screws, lag screws, neoprene rubber spacers 
and shims, and metal 
Pedestal dimensions: 134 1/2 x 66 1/2 x 4 3/4 inches 
Pedestal designed by Mack Cole-Edelsack, 
Department of Exhibition Design and Production, The Museum of Modern Art, New York, in 
accordance with loan specifications from the Art Institute of Chicago, Department of Photography 
Exhibited in The Production Line of Happiness, The Museum of Modern Art, New York, July 27 – 
November 2, 2014 
July 20, 2014, 2014 
Selenium toned gelatin silver print F, 22 1/2 x 18 1/2 inches (57.2 x 47 cm) 
Courtesy David Zwirner, New York/London and Galerie Gisela Capitain, Cologne. 
 A wall is a stand-in for a subject, but a wall also creates and defines a subject. 
Sarah Ahmed in her book Living a Feminist Life explores this idea of walls beyond just 
serving as a metaphor and into how walls do come to shape patterns that have a 
concrete effect. She writes of the purpose of a wall in a labor cycle:  
 "A wall is hard; it matters that a wall is made from hard matter. Let's 
say the wall is made from cement. Cement is a binder: it is a substance 
that sets and hardens and can combine other materials together. 
Through cement, bricks can be stuck together firmly to become walls. 
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Figure 4: Christopher Williams, "Wall from the exhibition 'Mathias Poledna/Christopher 
Williams', 7 February – 26 April 2009, Bonner Kunstverein, Bonn, Exhibited in 'The 
Production Line of Happiness', 29 April – 21 June, 2015, Whitechapel Gallery, London, 
Mobile wall system designed and constructed by Bonner Kunstverein, Bonn, plywood, 
metal, wood, and ink on PVC-free wallpaper, 350 × 350 × 57 cm, Courtesy Bonner 
Kunstverein, Bonn, Wallpaper printed and installed by Omni Colour, London, Studio Rhein 
Verlag, Düsseldorf, August 20, 2016 (Recto)", 2016, Inkjet print, Paper: 85,7 x 68,6 cm, 
Framed: 120,8 x 102,2 cm, © Christopher Williams, Courtesy Capitain Petzel, Berlin & 
Galerie Gisela Capitain, Cologne
Hardness is necessary for the wall to function or to be functional. A wall 
has a job to do. A wall too has a job description.”  8
A wall becomes active in this interpretation. It is not something just an object in our 
world, but in fact becomes activated with use. Part of a wall’s job is to categorize and 
set boundaries. It produces dichotomies, inside vs. outside, public vs. private, us vs. 
them. The Mobile Wall Systems from Williams become objects of displays 
themselves. Instead of holding the image, instead of being a frame, the wall becomes 
the frame and the artwork by its relation to a previous exhibition, which is noted to us 
via a title. Williams establishes a complex set of references that sets up a narrative, 
and a wall comes to function as a historical image of its own past.  
 Ahmed, Sara. Living a Feminist Life. Duke University Press, 2017. 136.8
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Figure 5 Gordon Matta-Clark. Bingo 1974
 The wall is not a new form to art, and in some ways Williams is in a lineage of 
questioning the wall in an art context. Gordon Matta-Clark’s architectural cuts, such 
as Bingo, come to present a wall out of context, but in a drastically different way from 
Williams. Matta-Clark’s walls function as cross sections, where different aspects of 
the same space are cut and fit together in a new configuration, confounding space 
and our relationship to it. The top of a doorway sits at equal level to a baseboard for a 
staircase, a window sits above the next level of flooring. These collages of space were 
a means of bringing un-utilized space into a material. The buildings he worked from 
were often condemned, awaiting removal, and no longer functional. A wall has a job 
to do until it no longer does, and then it becomes waste. What has always struck me 
about GMC’s cuts are the ability for them to create an uncanny feeling that for me 
has two essences. Firstly, it creates a sense of scale where the familiarity in shapes 
(a door, a window, a staircase) are now mashed-up in the cut, and the ability to relate 
a body to the use of the architecture is nullified. I think of them as embedded in the 
gallery floor, an archeological site of ruins, coming out from the slab of ground. These 
shifts in scale heighten my awareness of both my own body in the gallery as well as 
the domestic spaces I have come and gone through. These cuttings are surrogates 
for my home, my friend’s homes, and all interiors I can remember encountering.  
 In both Williams and Matta-Clark’s use of the wall, a body becomes a referent 
in a structure— human scale is produced and executed when furniture is made to 
hold a body, a door is made to walk through and a ceiling creates varying scales. A 
body is housed through architecture while simultaneously a body is a house to its 
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own chemical and biological processes. In my own work, measurements of the body 
are utilized to produce scale in sculptures. I set out to measure and create a chart for 
reference in the studio of various typical measurements of the body in relation to 
furniture and architecture.  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Figure 6: Measurements for the studio. 2018. 
Interiors 
I enter a room.  
This room is adorned with various objects and images. Certain patterns are repeated 
and mimicked in various forms: a logo is on upholstery, the upholstery encases a 
couch cushion, on a solid surface it’s a print mounted to the wall, it encompasses a 
pedestal, and is a tablecloth on a table. The branding of the logo is a nightclub from 
Galesburg, Illinois. German beer hall tables are adorned and disrupted with 
upholstery fabric, window screens descending from the ceiling, and various objects 
spread about. A sound starts and stops, a speaker box functions at times, and is 
always visible. 
 Stephen Prina’s project galesburg, illionis+ originally started for Prina as a way 
to explore working autobiographically. As described above, the project spans media 
and encompasses the multi-faceted extensions of Prina’s practice. The exhibition 
consists of furniture, painted window shades, custom upholstery, matches, and even 
an album Ode to Galesburg that plays throughout the gallery. I saw a second staging 
of this exhibition in Los Angeles at Spruth Magers in the spring of 2018. I had seen 
images of the work when it was shown several years ago in New York, as I was drawn 
to this style of working across mediums in a hybrid form. What struck me the most 
were the gaps between my experience of the exhibition in person, in a physical way, 
versus the examination of the exhibition through images online. Both were two 
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different frames: one was the frame of moving through the work itself, and the 
second as the frame of imaging and documenting the work for a larger audience. 
These two forms of imaging, one as an image of vision, and the second as an image 
of documentation, form a relationship between digital and physical spaces. In reading 
an interview with Prina about the work, I was struck by his comment that he kept the 
works in his practice separate, noting that : 
“Even within my visual art practice I thought that I wanted to dig my 
heels in and establish the parameters of what, for example, a photo 
project could be, or what a drawing or painting project could be. I 
wanted to keep these things quite separate. I didn’t want to make 
hybrids per se. It was the same with the music. Then I came in contact 
with the book In Search of Wagner by Theodor Adorno, and that very 
clearly articulates the tendency towards the Gesamtkunstwerk— the 
total artwork. That was something that I followed in my art practice for 
sometime.”  9
The ideas of Gesamtkunstwerk can be seen within Prina's work through his practice. 
The project utilizes the location of Galesburg, Illinois as a context and a material. The 
furniture both appears functional but is to be looked at, the music establishes a 
different kind of atmosphere, and the images from Galesburg are now sewn into 
upholstery, and framed as wall works. This kind of deconstruction of both a place and 
a subject in a place, turns into an aesthetics, materials, and strategies for Prina. In 
one sense, this type of project is of a post-conceptual gesture, but this idea of re-
framing has long been a basis for displaying art.  
 The history of arrangement culminates in Europe between WWI and WWII, 
where thoughts and methods about dwelling and living were shifting the way that 
 studio international interview9
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bodies existed within society and built space. The concept of the “Viennese Interior” 
was being established in the post-WWI Austrian society, referring to the societal 
reform that occurred in two stages in Vienna between 1898 and 1938 at the hands 
of a group of artists and architects, as well as the simultaneous establishment of 
Freud's practice of psychoanalysis. Joseph Leo Koerner gave a lecture in 2014 at The 
Secession in Vienna in which he discusses the Vienna “value vacuum.”  This 10
‘vacuum’ was created by the shift to modern living within the cosmopolitan city and 
the ways in which built architecture and psychoanalysis were exploring the production 
of a modern individual. A pivotal shift in the city came from the inception of the first 
artist-run institution— The Secession.  
 Joseph Leo Koerner lecture series https://viennaproject.fas.harvard.edu/vienna-interior10
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Figure 7 The Secession. Vienna 2018.
 The Secession was created by a group of painters who seceded from the city’s 
Kunstlerhaus and created the artist-run space as a ‘salon of rejects.’ The Secession 
was less about new art and more about creating a new encounter with art, 
reinventing the meeting place of art and audience by their creation of Raumkunst. 
Translating to ‘Room Art’ this term became a new idea of presenting sculpture, 
painting and crafts into a total experience. The building was designed with one large 
white space in which moveable walls had to be built in order to break the space into 
smaller rooms per exhibition. These smaller spaces included artworks and furniture 
that allowed viewers to project what it would feel like to live with art in one’s own 
home. By hanging works all at eye level, hierarchies from salon-based showings were 
diminished and set a different encounter with art.  This idea of arranging an interior 
for art presentation was new and the Secession shifted the idea of salon-driven 
markets into something more intimate and familiar— the domestic space. 
 One artist that has impacted my thoughts on the use of interiors and domestic 
space is the work of Marc Camille Chaimowicz. Working through sculpture, 
installation, furniture and interior design, Chaimowicz developed a similar ‘inside out’ 
method of working, turning his own home into his studio and gallery, melding the idea 
of public and private through his work and method of displaying the work.  
 I think of a project in the form of an artist book he made in 2007 titled The 
World of Interiors. The book is a single issue of Condé Nast’s World of Interiors that 
Chaimowicz has collaged over to include his own designs, furniture, sculptures, 
drawings, references to various inspiration, his friends work, etc. Condé Nast issued a 
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cease-and-desist letter, halting production of the catalog, and demanding the 
destruction of all unsold copies. His studio was featured in this particular issue of The 
World of Interiors, and included images of a collectors home with his work hanging in 
it. It is rumored that the cease-and-desist letter came from the collector himself 
demanding the issues not be reprinted as the artist book. This work creates the fine 
line that exists between appropriation within art versus design. Where design 
becomes democratic and functional to its open means— the dissemination of ideas, 
aesthetics, etc., to be purchased in this case through the mass produced magazine— 
within art it becomes an independent force that, at least in this instance, is a power 
that threatens and subverts. Marc Camille Chaimowicz’s practice is one that blurs the 
lines of design and art, but on very specific means: he does not design for 
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Figure 8 World of Interiors. Marc Camille Chaimowicz. 
institutions, private collectors homes, or other kinds of spaces. When domestic space 
is employed in his work, it is through his own tightly woven references, and it is either 
for his own home, or for the public viewing of art in a gallery.  
 The hybrid form that Chaimowicz employs is one I also find in the work of 
Rosemarie Trockel. Her work also questions authorship— her retrospective at the New 
Museum had numerous works from history, and many non art objects alongside her 
own works. In Trockel’s world there are tables with human legs for parts, liquor 
bottles that replace body parts, ceramic tiles on walls and on surfaces, the kind of 
mix up of spaces and juxtapositions of parts. Even her knit paintings, which range 
from graphic images — playboy bunnies, Woolite logo — to formalist lines, embed a 
sense of domestic within known forms of art. A series of works that utilize furniture 
are Trockel’s sculpture Copy Me from 2013 that starts to envision several overlapping 
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Figure 9: ‘…In The Cherished Company of Others…’ Marc Camille Chaimowicz
ideas I’ve explored so far. It is a large cast-steel and plastic sculpture in the shape of 
two adjoining sofas that upon further inspection appears to be mirror images of one 
another. The sofas feel simultaneously cold and institutional while familiar and 
inviting, and could just as easily be a couch within a domestic modern interior if 
made of a different material. The mirroring produces a double in space, a copy as a 
reflection that makes me think of the sofa as an image first, and an object second. 
The subtleness in this work is repeated in other gestures of Trockel’s, and other 
furniture works where sculptures appear to be familiar, but are defamiliarized 
through the use of materials and repetition. Copy Me is not a soft fuzzy couch to be 
sat upon, it is cold, solid, rusted, and too large to move. It’s ability to become an 
image— the mirrored object— is distancing and odd. 
 21
Figure 10 Rosemarie Trockel Copy Me. 2013. Gladstone Gallery. 
 Juliane Rebentisch, in her essay Some Remarks on the Interior Design of 
Contemporary Subjectivity and the Possibilities of its Aesthetic Critique  builds an 11
argument outlining what methods of institutional critique are possible today. These 
practices of arrangement, as they stem from the 19th century distinction of the home 
versus public space, reference design and cultural histories, also place the idea of 
autonomy within the art object in a different place. Within a formalist modernist 
perspective, the autonomy of the art object is the means by which it can exist outside 
of the relations to commodity, where autonomy within arrangement is created 
through various strategies: “such as defamiliarization, decontextualization, and 
specific markings to set us at a reflexive distance vis-a-vis the commodities that 
surround us and with which we in fact furnish ourselves and our identities.”  This 12
kind of strategy of setting apparent relations between things, is a reflection of life 
where “the aim is time and time again to find oneself afresh amid the changing 
offerings.”  The home becomes a space were ‘lifestyle’ is created, a practice more 13
conventionally considered to be for women, or gay men, as they were often the ones 
barred or prohibited from taking an active role in public life. But we don’t live in such 
a clearly defined conventional system, ‘lifestyle’ exercises are open to everyone to 
practice as a means of expressing taste, both in the home, on one’s body, and in the 
 Published as part of the reader Interiors edited by Johanna Burton, Lynne Cooke, Josiah 11
McElheny for an exhibition that was at CSS Bard. This reader along with the Routledge book 
Gender and Architecture helped me to construct many of my thoughts and ideas surrounding the 
theatricality of the interior and ways that could establish an art practice. 
 Juliane Rebentisch. “Some Remarks on the Interior Design of Contemporary Subjectivity and 12
the Possibilities of its Aesthetic Critique,” in Interiors, ed. Johanna Burton, et al. (CSS Bard, 2012) 
314.
 Rebentisch, “Some Remarks,” 315.13
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ways in which one lives. The kind of subjectivity that consuming commodity goods 
establishes, is one that art practices can subvert and undermine through these 
strategies. The art object exists, therefore, within a public setting, and not a purely 
privatized or subjective one. Rebentisch states that “instead of aiming at subjective 
expression, today’s most progressive art therefore gives presence to the objective 
element within the subjective.”  How we define these relations between a subject 14
and an object become key to this type of practice: Chaimowicz turns a mass 
produced magazine into a subjective journal, Stephen Prina turns a location into 
autobiography, or Rosemarie Trockel’s furniture becomes a body or an image. And 
how these things become exhibited is key to their framing as art objects as well— 
such as Chaimowicz works in his own home appear more like design objects, but in a 
gallery read explicitly as art. Rebentisch argues that this kind of working through 
aesthetic transformation of subjects and objects into one another, utilizes the public 
setting as art as part of their context. I think back to Christopher Williams’ walls here, 
where the condition of his exhibitions become collaged into the next iteration of 
works. The walls can be bare because there is a narrative to the wall being objective, 
when it was previously holding his artwork. In a different setting, the wall becomes a 
subject, and in a somewhat radical way, a wall becomes a time-based medium by 
becoming subjective. Williams’ arrangement is done over time, through exhibitions, 
and across countries. The walls bear presence to previous contexts, and in 
transforming one space to the next, become un-fixed in their use as a container and 
 Rebentisch, “Some Remarks,” 316.14
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enter a dialogue of montage-in-space. From Rebentisch, this argument for a public is 
important, in that what defines art is not in that it can be possessed, but that art can 
always only be experienced: “art must be public or it ceases to be art.”  When a 15
magazine is disseminated into the world, such as in World of Interiors, does it remain 
private or is part of a public discourse? Art, as well, can be privatized, but once in a 
public exhibition space, it has entered a discourse. 
 A lecture presented by artist Nairy Baghramian argues for this similar point 
within sculpture, where artist subjects produce art objects. She argues that the artist 
becomes an objectified subject within a capitalist system, a silent producer whose 
subjectivity is fetishized through the objects they produce.  For Baghramian, this 16
condition follows a similar position Rebentisch takes about a public space and asks— 
who is in control? What is to be done with the art object? An art object has the ability 
to make you question your own understanding of what it is and what it could be 
talking bout. Nairy Baghramian seeks to take the domestic public, make the interior 
spaces once given to those outside the social systems of power, and within an art 
object, create a resonance of the outside within.  
  
 Rebentisch, “Some Remarks,” 316.15
 Lecture, 2018 SculptureCenter Series through The New School NYC. 16
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Performance in Space: Phenomenology and Mimicry 
 Maurice Merleau-Ponty writes in his essay “Eye and Mind” of a philosophy of 
art that is rooted in art-making as a form of vision. This vision is dependent upon and 
comes from the artist, which means it is integral when investigating art to also 
investigate the human body and how it comes to experience vision. This leads 
Merleau-Ponty to question and examine how vision is ‘in our body.’ In examining 
Merleau-Ponty’s “Eye and Mind” I want to consider vision as an apparatus that helps 
us to organize our environment. 
 Merleau-Ponty sets out to explain the intertwining of “vision and movement” 
as such: vision comes from and informs our movement through the world. It is 
through vision that movement occurs — “we see only what we look at” — but also 
vision is one part of visibility.  Vision could be defined as a chain reaction of bodily 
functions: through the eyes we see, a vision then occurs, and leads us to a visibility 
that is made from two maps. It is through the map of the visible and the map of “I 
can” which overlap to produce for Merleau-Ponty the following truism: “the visible 
world and the world of my motor projects are both total parts of the same Being.”  17
These two maps relate to how one walks through the world, seeing what is in front of 
us, that which is accessible and reachable to us. This experience allows us to 
understand vision not as a solely operational image in the mind— a representation— 
 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, “Eye and Mind,”  in The Merleau-Ponty Aesthetics Reader: Philosophy 17
and Painting, (Northwestern University Press, 1993), 124.
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but an active occurrence through seeing from a self. As Merleau-Ponty says, “it 
radiates from a self,” and creates a paradox of the self that sees and is seen. I 
compare these vision relationships Merleau-Ponty brings up to a wall. In examining 
how a wall functions I must pull back to a distanced perspective, yet when I 
experience a wall, I am only ever on one side of it. It is perhaps the most obvious 
thing, that you cannot touch both sides of a wall at the same time. Merleau-Ponty so 
clearly articulates this as an inherent property of vision: “I do not see it according to 
its exterior envelope; I live it from the inside; I am immersed in it. After all, the world is 
around me, not in front of me.”  This kind of immersion exists through apparatuses, 18
and helps us to categorize both in space, in the world, and in our minds. Reminiscent 
to me here is also Raumplan, where the emphasis on the experience of a domestic 
interior collides with the de-emphasis of the exterior decoration. The mental and 
physical organizing helps to better use the experiences around us and observe from a 
distance. It is the space between the human body seeing, the world that is seen, and 
the vision that occurs as the artist’s vision. This vision is this sort of incommunicable 
‘ah-ha!’ moment. It makes me think of when the phrases "I see it" or "I can almost 
see it" come to us when trying to envision an idea or an image being described to us 
by someone, or when we are close to understanding a concept ourselves. As an artist 
this kind of ‘map of the visible’ that one must create in order to be an artist consists 
of countless moments like this. And this kind of statement “I can almost see it” does 
not mean that I have an image in my mind of what the thing looks like, but that I have 
 Merleau-Ponty, “Eye and Mind,” 138.18
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within me an ability to move to the map of “I can,” I am ready to enact through vision 
towards a visible thing. An image in my mind begins to overlap with the object of 
action.  
 The act of mapping occurs as a plan often for me in producing artworks. A 
sketch, a plan, a model, is produced in the mind and then several attempts are made 
to put it into action, or at times to even reproduce it from the mind. Is it an image we 
produce in the mind to work from? Attempting to match the image in my mind with 
something physical in the world is like using a rangefinder on a camera, where to 
focus you must match up two images a step removed from what the lens captures. 
These mappings are not always visual, and at times lack actual images. Through 
writing or drawing further “ah-ha!” moments occur. The studio for me becomes a site 
for these investigations to occur. Often the studio is a place for an activity and not 
always necessarily a product. I do this by splitting my time between creating plans to 
work from, and at certain points, letting the plans go and working from within the 
work, allowing things to lead me as they unfold.  
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Figure 11 Studio arrangement. 2018 Figure 12 Studio arrangement. 2017
 The studio is a site for vision to occur and be experimented with. In an 
arrangement of text works and sculpture components I constructed a space. I 
designed text posters and printed them with an inkjet printer, pulling them out and 
reinserting them as the printer ran to artificially create ghosting and deteriorating in 
the surface of the text. Utilizing the Western direction of reading, I lined the walls of 
the studio with the text to dictate the movement of bodies in the space, and lined the 
floor with models for sculptures, all in doubles. I considered these works as activities. 
Another work I made around this time was Boxes to step over— consisting of modular 
plywood boxes that linked together to form an obstructed line across my studio, 
meant to be crossed. These various activities and arrangements of parts in the studio 
led me to think more about the juxtaposition of objects and what happens when you 
begin to exhaust the possibilities of an object by using the same parts, reconfigured 
over and over. I became interested in the growing sense that some of these 
arrangements created a ‘democracy’ amongst the objects. Once the hierarchies of 
what was a ‘fixed’ sculpture were contradicted with a sketch of sculpture in the same 
space, the sense that the works were an installation started to develop a dialogue I 
wanted to pursue. Through making works within a similar scale, the methods of 
fabricating them could be explored in opposite directions, allowing me to play with 
legibility and illegibility in the work. This in-between space appeared to me in my 
work, where fragmentary language with objects could construct an arrangement that 
might propose an argument, or a question. I began to think of how this questioning in 
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the work could act as a foundation. Intention in the work could be placed between 
the viewer and the art to create a space for agency in viewing to occur.  
 If the sketch is not always visual, in the mind or as a concept, does it pertain 
to other senses as well? In what other ways do we sense it? Adolf Loos, in The 
Principles of Cladding, describes this process not necessarily as a sole image, but as 
a sense of an effect: 
“But the artist, the architect, first senses the effect that he intends to 
realize and sees the rooms he wants to create in his mind’s eye. He 
senses the effect that he wishes to exert upon the spectator: fear and 
horror if it is a dungeon, reverence if a church, respect for the power of 
the state if a government palace, piety if a tomb, homeyness if a 
residence, gaiety if a tavern. These effects are produced by both the 
material and the form of the space.”  19
 Adolf Loos, “The Principles of Cladding,” in Spoken Into the Void Collected Essays, 1897-1900, 19
(Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1982) 66. 
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Figure 13 Studio arrangement. 2016
In the process of producing these two maps — visible and ‘I can’— it is not only sight 
that produces a vision. An effect as a leading concept is produced by form and 
content. As with deconstructing walls, materials become content as much as they 
enact forms. When questioning the very foundation of sculpture, the intention is 
political. I see this method of working, both in my own work and in the work of artist’s 
I’ve mentioned in this paper, as a way of linking sculpture to an inherent linguistics 
and setting forth object propositions.  
 I made a series of small sculptures depicting fractured moments in 
architecture. These works titled Proposition for a structure… were made from 
remnant materials lying around the studio. These works existed in model scale, and 
became things to project into and not something to project onto a viewer. The 
sculptures act as propositions and become structures to be thought of and imagined, 
they become imagined-scaled and stay in that realm. I also think about my use of 
language this way. Words become speech acts  as they create actions to be thought 20
of in relation to a structure. With my work Either/Or, a poster from a previous project 
in the studio becomes textual material for welded steel armatures. The structures 
prop up the framed posters, yet the text is flipped on one structure. The posters 
become readable from one position in space, and blank cardboard from another. 
Through these shifts in legibility of an object, I find a space where performance plays 
a role. How the works perform in space, how a viewer performs the works, and how 
 I use this term as adapted from JL Austin, where language presents information as well as an 20
action. See Austin, J. L. (John Langshaw) (1975). How to do things with words. Urmson, J. O., 
Sbisà, Marina. (2nd ed.). Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press.
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as an artist, my gestures become performances enacted through material. To further 
consider this, I turn to Roger Caillois. 
 
 When thinking about these gaps between a painting, an image, a photograph, 
a sculpture, ultimately we experience these images in a space. So how do we become 
‘imaged’ in these spaces? In essence, this is a function of art, to create an image of a 
particular time in a particular space. Because of this desire with imaging all art, in 
turn, all art that is made is image-making. The gesture of imaging both an actual 
space in relation to its digital space could be thought of in relation to Roger Caillois 
Mimicry and Legendary Psychasthenia. He writes about the ways in which image and 
sculpture morph, essentially within chromatic mimicry and psychologically, through 
the mental state of psychasthenia. A now benign medical diagnosis, psychasthenia 
refers to the anxieties and fears that surmount an inability to distinguish spaces. 
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Figure 14: Example of morphological mimicry from October publication of Roger Caillois’ essay.
Caillois was a biologist who was studying mimicry in moths and the ways in which 
insects could morph into their surroundings. His main thesis claimed this form of 
mimicry is not for survival, as had previously been argued, but was one of fascination. 
He goes on to state how the feeling of personality creates an organism’s ability to 
distinguish between itself and space, and when this kind of placing in space 
collapses, then the legendary psychasthenia takes root. This kind of implication in 
mimicry relates well to art, and perhaps the reason Caillois’ 1935 essay ended up in 
an issue of the critical art-theory journal October was that the practice of art could be 
seen as an activity of fascination, one with biological implications. Art perhaps is not 
solely human-made, but is a biological action and performance of a mimicry shared 
between humans, animals, and insects.   
 There is one passage in particular from Caillois that has stuck with me, and I 
believe by looking back in time to him, there is here another way to examine image-
making: 
“Morphological mimicry could then be, after the fashion of chromatic 
mimicry, an actual photography, but of the form and the relief, a 
photography on the level of the object and not on that of the image, a 
reproduction in three-dimensional space with solids and voids: 
sculpture-photography or better teleplasty, if one strips the word of any 
metaphysical content.”   21
Functioning as a neologism, Caillois’ term teleplasty can be deconstructed in several 
ways. Teleplastic can be separated as tele-  + plastic, referring to a ‘materialization of 
psychic or other paranormal phenomena’  even though Caillois informs the word as 22
 Roger Caillois, “Mimicry and Legendary Psychasthenia,” October, vol. 31, (Winter 1984): 16.21
 https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/teleplastic22
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he uses it is ‘stripped of any metaphysical content.’ Or from Greek “tele” meaning ‘at 
a distance’ — which formulated the idea of a television— through electricity a device 
produces electrical means at a distance to recreate a figure or object in relief. In 
comparing both psychological and entomological conditions of insects in space, this 
kind of term can be thought of as stretching over several conventions of scientific 
study to grasp at something that even today is a loose substance difficult to explain. I 
see teleplasty as an interesting way to question various spatial relations that Caillois 
gets to at the end of his essay between geometry and material, purpose and function, 
cause and effect, and the imaginary and the real.  23
 ‘An actual photography’ as Caillois describes, seems to act more in a meaning 
of the word as a process of photosynthesis, an action done unto, a printing on a 
chemical level. How does a process of photography turn image into object? Caillois’ is 
   This is ultimately why ‘psychasthenia’ is being employed by Caillois on page 28, where he 23
defines it in relation to a disturbance of space, where personality and space are enmeshed. 
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Figure 15 Right: Cropped Room. 2018. 
using it to discuss the imaging that a hawk-eyed moth takes on when mimicking it’s 
surroundings visually, yet in the end is not the leaf it appears to be, but the wings of 
the moth itself. By engineering methods of working in my studio, I investigate similar 
transformative qualities of materials. In my work I begin with mimicking patterns I 
encounter within my environment and through research. For example, through looking 
at Joseph Hoffman furniture, I discovered the process of ebonizing wood. By 
disintegrating steel wool in vinegar, an acid is created that when mixed with wood 
tannins transforms wood to a rich black. In my work Spaghetti wall, kookaloris I used 
this process of transforming the surface of wood to create this activated color. A 
similar deterioration of steel is also occurring in Remnant Water (Plastic Gut), where 
rusted steel produces an orange water that patinas ceramic vessels. This kind of 
activation that occurs on the surface also happens for me through the arrangement 
of the works in the studio. Once objects form into compositions, I think about how to 
create contrast and movement through a grouping of sculptures. An implied kinetics 
informs the work, where materials and forms are given performative qualities that 
fluctuate between function and aesthetic. 
 Some of my design methods happen between digital and physical spaces. 
Working from vector files, I print them as posters or use them as cutting guides for 
material. I like vector files because of their indestructibility — they can be resized ad 
infinitum without rasterizing or pixelation like a jpg—existing as an unfixed, 
transformative, scaleless shape. Vectors are working images, versus an aesthetic 
image, able to be stretched and turned any which way. I employed these working 
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images in a video, Cartesian Flows, where I created an animation of found 3-D 
objects available through Sketchup. 
 Methods develop reminiscent of Caillois’ relationships between the ‘solids and 
voids’. Sculpture, when dealing with three-dimensions, can dictate how a space is 
experienced, it can both expand and collapse. The collapse can flatten, which flattens 
in a different way than a photograph flattens space, or a moving image can flatten 
time. Flattening can be seen as another form of morphology, turning readability of 
three-dimensional object into a single perspective, a flattening of the solids. This 
single perspective can also become a hierarchical one. In a sense, the Secessionists 
were flattening the space between a collector’s home and the exhibition space to 
diminish a hierarchy, and create a solid (the fixed idea of what work could look like in 
a domestic space) in a void (the gallery space as a neutral void). 
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Figure 16 Müller House. Adolf Loos
 All actual space can be flattened into an image, and this very flattening has 
deeply affected our view of history. When I was first researching Adolf Loos, it was 
through Beatriz Colomina’s theories of his Müller House that drew my attention to the 
concept of how a domestic space can be performative.  The images in her essay The 24
Split Wall: Domestic Voyerism of Müller House were high-contrast black and white 
pictures, shot from varying angles that amplified and heroized the interior designs. 
When I viewed the house in person, I was immediately thrown back by the use of 
kitsch color combinations and the whacky placement of brightly colored marble 
surfaces. The color and use of materials as decorative surface as-is (in that the 
marble is decoration because of its texture, or woods being mixed and left unpainted 
 Her essay remarks on Loos’ use of space to close off certain genders performing within the 24
house to their own enclosed space and how this particular house was a grand masterpiece for 
Loos’ in his interest in the domestic interior as a place where societal roles are performed and 
rehearsed. Muller House was the full display of Raumplan. 
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Figure 17 Two Loos interiors, Prague. 2018 
as expressions), were astonishing to compare to the image of how these spaces 
functioned to me through black and white photography. Of course this isn’t the only 
place where history is flattened, with key details are left astray.  
 The other important space where this occurs for me is the documentation of 
performance work in the 60s and 70s. For example, I encounter Carolee 
Schneemann’s Interior Scoll through the neutral image of black and white, having to 
imagine the ways in which the elements of the body— its substance, material, and 
color— might have altered the experience of the work. I see both of these occurrences 
as actions not being articulated through their black and white documentation. On one 
hand, the colors and textures that exist within Loos interiors define a very different 
take on early Modernism than most theories lead one to believe  where the act of 25
removal (in this sense color) abstracts a language that in physical space is prominent 
and defining. The same goes within performance documentation. The action and 
affect of the performance is left out when encapsulated within a still image, sans the 
humanizing relation to color and movement. This removal stems partially from the 
limitations in technologies of the time, but the reason I read further into these 
gestures is that they set up a framework of perpetuating versions of history and allow 
for single theoretical perspectives to take place. The still image comes to define and 
enforce separate spaces from our everyday lives, and this very moment is a place I 
find rich inspiration when focusing in object making. 
 Thinking here of definitions of Modernism existing in the West through descriptions of removal.25
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  Offering a single view of a three-dimensional object not only limits the 
experience of the object, but also glorifies or fetishes one perspective over another. 
This kind of view becomes another component in the apparatus of creating a 
commodity. The importance for me in defining a sculptural practice that is built upon 
arrangement is to focus on the experience in viewing art that is outside of the 
scripted elements of how we associate and relate to objects and architectures around 
us. Mimicry, as a skin, enacts all space to function as performed space. From Caillois, 
this performance “should be noted in any case that in mimetic species the 
phenomenon is never carried out except in a single direction: the animal mimics the 
plant, leaf, flower, or thorn, and dissembles or ceases to perform its functions in 
relation to others. Life takes a step backwards.”  This moment of mimicry exists in 26
an alternative space, another in-between moment that I draw from when thinking 
about how to reframe gestures and movements as performance through my objects.  
 I find sculpture to be inherently linguistic, mimicking the dialectics, difference, 
and opposition found in language to investigate wider syntactic meaning. As Caillois 
notes, very similarly to Merleau-Ponty, that “the perception of space is a complex 
phenomenon: space is indissolubly perceived and represented.”  The see-er is seen 27
and sees, touches and is touched while touching.  I find these kinds of 28
phenomenological thoughts influence a visceral way of working for me in the studio. 
Formulated from a relation to surrealism, I think about the relations between 
 Caillois, “Mimicry,” 30.26
 Merleau-Ponty, “Eye and Mind,” 28.27
 Merleau-Ponty, “Eye and Mind,” 30.28
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buildings and bodies, and how space functions as more of a permeable surface and 
less of a solid and a void.   It’s interesting to me that much of contemporary 29
architecture and design seems to promote this idea of permeability through the use 
of digital design means. These buildings look like they were directly rendered from a 
computer program: the matrixes of construction are far beyond a rectangular building 
and took on all sorts of morphing and pulling. This kind of stretching of space and 
construction leads me to believe future architecture sees importance in a blend of 
science and mathematics to produce resilient constructions.  What feels lost in this 
way of imagining spaces though, is the relation to the human body. In classical 
architecture, the world is a reflection of our heads being 1/8th scale relation to our 
torsos— it represents an eternal time in its reflection of the human form. This erasure 
of classical methodology is interesting to me, as new constructions are without 
human scale.  In my own considerations of scale within my works, I often utilize a 3/4 
scale— something that is a little off to ‘body scale’ to create things that could easily 
be in relation to a body, but are off enough to make a viewer question it. I aim to 
reposition my viewer in relation to my objects, using sculpture’s inherent ability to 
confront a viewer’s body in space as an impetus for producing questions in my work. 
As another method to think about agency in viewing, I strive to make individual works 
smaller than human scale, which is why I often employ modular designs and the 
ability for works to be flat-packed. Beyond a means of manageability and storage 
 Caillois, “Mimicry,” 30.29
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after works are displayed, I’m interested in making art works that speak more to the 
world of humans— the world of constructed space and language.  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Mimicry collage: History of a single object imaged. Roy Lichtenstein, 1962. Konrad Klapheck, 
Conclusion 
Cladding, as Loos states, is even older than structures, and the principle of 
cladding and the reason to clad, extends far into nature as well: a human is covered 
in skin, the tree with bark, a Northwestern forest floor with moss. The physicality of 
cladding, masking and mirroring, produces both an interior and an exterior. The 
interior, as a means to define a domestic space, is a place that is housed by 
architecture, it is the space within that is either hidden or protected by architecture, 
where domestic space becomes interior space, and becomes a type of system in 
organizing people’s aesthetic ideologies. When considering Merleau-Ponty, aesthetic 
organizing is the creation of an aesthetic model for the self to immerse within, and 
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Figure 18 Found shoe. Toronto. 2016. 
when considering Caillois, is the distinction of taste as a form of morphology. What 
interests me about interiors, most especially private ones like a home or an artist 
studio, is the ability for these methods of cladding to become performative. In the 
logical formalism that Loos’ theories articulates there is an inherent performativity 
that is reminiscent to me of Caillois’.  A wall has a job to do, a sculpture affects a 
body’s movement through a space, an insect morphs into its environment. How we 
organize in relation to the things around us, in turn, organizes us.  
In the spaces I produce with my work, reference to architectural spaces 
become abstract, they appear and disappear depending on the vantage point. A 
wooden beam starts to construct a wall, but on closer look the material is more akin 
to furniture than to wall studs. Within my thesis project, I arranged my sculptures in a 
way that allows the movement of the viewer to activate and synthesize the disparate 
works into a mis-en-scene. A moment occurs in staging the work, when you turn 
around you find a different view that you didn’t see before. I see sculpture existing in 
a temporal world, the body moving around it is a constant, and a body moving in 
space creates temporalities. This inherent display within presenting sculpture is a 
context I work with formally as well, often using furniture forms as a way to frame 
sculptures -- a pedestal being a sculpture, a photo framing a space, the architecture 
of the room dictating how works are placed. These familiar furniture forms act as 
domestic surfaces for me, referring to other spaces with particular uses. 
  I try to make my sculptures balance this in-between space of being an art 
object, but reminiscent of a functional domestic object, being aesthetic, but also 
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serving a use. When elements in works are propping other parts up, they serve a 
functional force, but when viewed as a tableau, they become aesthetic. I want to keep 
developing my work in this manner, expanding on the relationships between language 
and spatiality. I see these works as presentation devices that form an environment as 
a proposition for different relationships to the spaces in which we dwell. 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Appendix A— Slicing/Cutting/Sequencing: A review in collage 
“I confronted him with my viewpoint on montage as a collision. A view that from  
the collision of two given factors arises a concept.”   30
Cutting two images together creates a collision similar to thought. 
I relate film to objects, and create a montage in space. 
 Sergei Eisenstein, Film Form: Essays in Film Theory, trans. Jay Leyda (San Diego: Harvest, 30
2002), 40.
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Studio terms. 2019. 
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Mimicry collage: wall as sculpture. Anne Truitt and Christopher Williams. 
 47
Mimicry collage: structure fragments. Siah Armajani and Boxes to be stepped over. 
 48
Mimicry collage: gallery environments of in-between. William Levitt and Klara Linden. 
 49
Mimicry collage: Impossible Core Cuts. Earth core, lens core, Spatial Device core. 
 50
Mimicry collage: Veneer factory. Vernon, CA 2012.  and Carl Grossberg.
 51
Mimicry collage: a single object depicted. Roy Lichtenstein 1962. Konrad Klapheck 
1968. Christopher  Wiliams 2008. 
 52
Mimicry collage: body furniture. Rosemarie Trockel. Helen Marten. 
